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vitality, serenity, the power to win love and carry it safely without
spilling it; it can give us sleep, fun, and encounter that leads to
fon; success and riches and a career can be destroyed by bad
luck; a germ will do it in a flash, though a spirit of persistent
worry and discontent will take a life-time. "Bad luck!" people
say. Luck is the weather; it can destroy the whole picnic. Fairy-
tale and fable knew about luck, with their good fairies and bad
fairies round the cradle. For luck follows its earliest choice and
does not often touch a middle-aged shoulder; no flit-about, though
it is usually portrayed as will-o'-the-wisp. Whatever a just and
solid administration may wish to provide for every one of us in
fairness and equality, to hold fairly and equally by law and govern-
ment, they cannot adjust luck, which is beyond all their exasperated
control. They can only function in collaboration with luck;
and luck is the weather, it refuses to collaborate. We are better
off, certainly, than we would be without these schemes of re-
construction and opportunity for all, inasmuch as we are better
off with raincoats, umbrellas, goloshes and omnibuses than we would
be with no protection at all against capricious squalls. Give the
workers this and give them that, help the housewife here and help
her there, fairness and equal opportunity for all—but good luck
comes along and has no general summons for the herd, but care-
lessly calls the individual by name; and you wait breathlessly for
your? to be called, your own name (luck knows it) not the
'workers", "the housewife", the "common man". Whatever
an honest and responsible government may arrange to provide
for you, it cannot give you that spark and spirit, that solicited gift,
that bright will to live which luck bestows or withholds, tantaliz-
ing you with glimpses, throwing a trailer on the screen: "This
Great Attraction is Coming Next Week!"
You hunger for solid opportunity, but you thirst for luck.
And the slaking of thirst is a more potent mirade than the satisfy-
ing of hunger. The Christian religion knew well enough that it
had to contend with this lust and longing for luck, and countered
it by a sincere statement that whom God loveth He chasteneth.
I am compelled still, when not thinking with my mind but
letting it swing back to the habits of childhood, to believe in a
kindly personal God, or at any rate to pray to Him for help. I desire
blessings and favours from this God. I talk of "luck", meaning
good luck—a qualifying adjective need only be used when the luck
is bad—and that is probably why I so deeply long for it, because
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